
“This is the 
journey to 
becoming a 
teacher, soul 
inspirer, life 
shifter, game 
changer, healer 
and all out better 
human being.”  
Paula Greene 

 

Paula Greene, Lead Teacher, 
has over 20 years teaching 
experience and study.  
Receiving her first 200 Hour 
Teaching Certificate from 
Kripalu in Lenox, Mass., she 
has continued to receive 
training in many aspects of 
yoga and is registered as a 500 
Hour Certified Yoga Teacher. 
She works directly with every 
student to help give them all 
tools needed to feel successful 
taking on the role as a yoga 

 

 

200 Hour PGY Vinyasa Yoga Teacher 
Training 2021/2022 

Now more than ever we need more teachers guiding us through these rocky times. 
People are looking for ways to find peace of mind and good health. Whether you are 
interested in teaching or just learning more about yoga, yourself and your place on 
this earth, this training is for you. At a time when other programs are going online 
PGY’s 200 Hour Vinyasa Teacher Training Program has increased in person hours 
and practice time to insure the best outcome for students. Class size is limited, with 
a smaller group you will receive the guidance to become a confident and wise yoga 
teacher. 
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Steps to Becoming a Vinyasa Yoga Teacher in Training 
1. Submit application to Hampshire Hills. 
2. Paula Greene will contact you for a meeting.  
3. If accepted the registration process begins. 
4. Once registration is completed you will begin your journey into the next step of your life.  

The world is in need of more Yoga Teachers. 

 
PGY Teacher Training held at Hampshire Hills Athletic Club 

50 Emerson Road, Milford, New Hampshire 03055 

For more information email Paula Greene at Paulagreeneyoga@gmail.com 

 

 Objectives 

*Comprehensive learning of over 50 yoga postures and Pranayama 
(breathing exercises) with the ability to confidently teach them all 
*Learning different modalities of relaxation like Yoga Nidra, Guided 
Meditation and Restorative Yoga 
*Understanding the history of Yoga and how to incorporate it into a 
classroom/workshop setting. Including but not limited to learning Veda’s, 
Upanishad’s, The Yoga Sutra’s of Patanjali, The Bhagavid Gita and the 
Chakra’s 
*Strong understanding of the bones, muscles, ligaments, tendons and 
fascia as they apply to yoga and postures 
*Understanding the basic movements in functional anatomy to safely lead 
a class of any level 
*Strong understanding of how to create and promote a career from being 
a certified 200hour Yoga Teacher 
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Commonly asked Questions Answered 
Do I need any past experience in order to apply? 

Yes, a minimum of two years yoga practice is needed to apply for this program. 

What if I find this is not for me? 

This is the main reason we have a pre-registration meeting. This is the time we talk about expectations and 
guidelines of the program to see if it is the right fit for you.  

Does everyone graduate? 

In order to graduate you must meet the following: 

1. 100% Attendance* 
2. Completion of all assignments and projects 
3. Full class participation 
4. Demonstrates professionalism and follows Yoga Teacher Trainer Code of Ethics 
5. High Level of Competency and proficiency in Yoga 

 

Will I have a job teaching yoga when I graduate? 

As in any certification program, the school doesn’t usually provide a job at the end of completion and this 
program is no different. This program teaches how to market yourself (business) as your brand, help find your 
niche, and how to seek employment. 

Do I have to be a member of Hampshire Hills, or does this make me a member of Hampshire Hills? 

You do not have to be a member of Hampshire Hills but after the day’s program is done you are welcome enjoy 
the Women’s and Men’s amenities in the Spa like locker rooms. Treat yourself even more for dine in or take out 
dinner from the wonderful restaurant that is always open to the public. 

Am I going to do yoga all day? 

You will be studying different aspects of yoga throughout the day in a way that allows a balance of physical 
activity and study. The amount of yoga done is manageable for anyone practicing yoga regularly. 

*If anyone is struggling at any time or an emergency occurs, the lead teacher will work with the student to the best 
of her ability to help complete program. Certificates are not guaranteed. 
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Sample Weekend Schedule 
 

Thurday’s by Zoom 
6:30-8:30pm    

Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras; 
Overview discussion of the 

Yoga Sutra’s  
 

Saturday 
11am 

Welcome, centering, Round-
robin Warm-up 

11:30am-12:15pm 
Teaching Technique; How to 

Read the Room 
12:30p-1:30pm 

Posture Study; Balancing 
Poses     Lunch 

2:30pm-3:15pm 
Anatomy Review; Present Art 

Anatomy work of the feet 
and/or hips 
3:15-4pm 

Posture Study cont., 
Balancing Poses 
4:30-5:45pm 

Practice Teach of Balancing 
Poses 

5:45-6pm  
Closing 

 

Sunday 
9:30am 

 Morning Meditation and 
Practice 

11-1:30pm  
Examining the Yama’s 

Lunch 
2:30-5pm  

Examining the Yama’s and 
Niyama’s 

5-5:30pm  
Study Group; homework 

review questions 
 

This program focuses on personal interaction through discussion and practice Each student is 
learning from the other to create a rich and unique experience.  Rich with one on one time from 
the lead teacher who will give guidance and knowledge. Students graduate with the confidence 
to successfully teach. 

For more information email Paula Greene at Paulagreeneyoga@gmail.com 
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Vinyasa Yoga Teacher Training Breakdown 
 

Technique, Training and Practicum            75+ Hours 

Asana, Pranayama, Meditation and more 

Anatomy and Physiology                              30+ Hours 

Anatomy, Physiology, Biomechanics 

Yoga Humanities                                          30+ Hours 

History, Philosophy, Ethics 

Professional Essentials                                 50+ Hours 

Teaching Methodology, Professional Development, Practice Teaching 

hOMework*                                                    20+ Hours 

Daily Yoga Practice, 2 Yoga Workshops, Reading, Journaling, Projects etc. 

 

Tuition Price 
$250 Deposit due at time of registration (added to total) 

Option 1         Payment in Full                                          Option 2                     3 Payment Plan 

Payment        $2,950                       Due 9/1/2021 Payment 1               $1,070                Due 9/1/2021 
 Payment 2               $1,065                Due 11/1/2021 
 Payment 3               $1,065                Due 1/1/2022 

 

Option 1 Total: $3,200           Option 2                    Total: $3,450 

As we feel this is a big commitment and for this reason the rule is there is no refund after September 10th  
2021. **Exceptional circumstances will be considered. 
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PGY Vinyasa Teacher Trainer 

Yoga Teacher Code of Ethics 
 

As professionals of Yoga, we must be aware and maintain a high level of appropriateness within the area 
of Yoga.  Our job, first and foremost, is to maintain a safe environment for all beings at all times, 
especially when we are in the role of teaching.   These are the codes in which teachers shall abide by in 
order to maintain their 200 Hour Yoga Teacher Certification. 

 

*I agree to respect myself and others by maintaining clear and appropriate boundaries.  I will not teach or 
act in ways that benefit myself, but instead I will act in ways that benefit the students while keeping 
myself safe. 

*I agree to refrain from relationships beyond the level of teacher and friend.  I agree to refrain from any 
type of sexual or romantic relationship with my students.  I will not allow, invite or initiate sexual contact 
or intention. 

*I agree to empower my students and not exploit them in any way. 

*I agree to be attentive, focused and free of judgement when teaching. I understand yoga students 
deserve this. 

*I will keep my teaching to others in a safe and sacred place.  I will listen and respect those that share the 
yoga space. 

*I understand that in being a Yoga Teacher, I may not give medical, nutritional, psychological or any 
other style of advice that is not within the realm of yoga and covered in training.  I agree to refrain from 
diagnosing a condition, recommending a treatment or acting in any way that will mislead the student 
from proper and appropriate care from a health professional certified in their area.   

*I agree to only teach material I am knowledgeable in and that students will be safe in performing.  I will 
not risk a student’s safety over a yoga sequence. 

*I agree to remain truthful in my area of knowledge in yoga and not misrepresent my training or 
certification. 

 

I am not limited to these ethics.  It is an honor to be a teacher of Yoga and one that I will continue to work 
towards strengthening.  I will continue to maintain a personal yoga practice and live in a compassionate 
and loving way.  I will continue to learn about yoga, myself and my connection  

with others.  I will work away from ego and towards acceptance of self and others equally.  I understand 
that in breaking any of these agreements, I will no longer be a teacher of Yoga.  In signing this I agree to 
all ethics written. 

Signature required** 
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Vinyasa Yoga 200 Hour Teacher Training Dates 
Weekend Hours     
Saturday’s 11am-6pm    Thursday’s on Zoom 6:30-8:30pm 
Sunday’s 9:30am-5:30pm 
 

Thursday’s  

September 9, 16, 23, 30  October 7, 14, 21, 28 

November 4, 11, 18   December 2, 9, 16 

   January 6, 13, 20 

Saturdays and Sundays 

September 11-12, 18-19 

October 2-3, 16-17, 30 

November 6-7, 13, 20-21 

December 4-5, 11 

January 8-9, 15, 22-23* Graduation* 

In addition to attending all classes, two separate yoga based workshops and weekly classes are to 
be taken as part of the programs agreement. Classes and workshops can be with any yoga 
alliance certified yoga teacher. 

 

 
PGY Teacher Training held at Hampshire Hills Athletic Club 

50 Emerson Road, Milford, New Hampshire 03055 

For more information email Paula Greene at Paulagreeneyoga@gmail.com 
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Vinyasa Yoga Teacher Training Application 
Name:  

 

Address: 

 

 

Phone Home:      Cell: 

 

Email Address: 

 

 

How many years of you practiced yoga?    Explain your practice. 

 

 

 

Have you completed any other yoga certifications?     If yes, what are they? 

 

 

What does Yoga mean to you?  
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Why do you want to take YTT?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to find you on social media: Facebook 

                                     Instagram 

 

Are there any health conditions or learning disabilities Paula Greene should know about that  

may be a challenge during the training? If yes, is it ok to talk about it? 

 

After application is reviewed a meeting will be set up with Paula Greene.  If accepted the next 
step is you will receive confirmation and may then register for the program.  

Please fill in the best way to reach you for a meeting: 

 

 

 

 
PGY Teacher Training held at Hampshire Hills Athletic Club 

50 Emerson Road, Milford, New Hampshire 03055 

For more information contact  

Paulagreeneyoga@gmail.com 

mailto:Paulagreeneyoga@gmail.com
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It is important to understand the agreement that is made when becoming a teacher in training. 
Expectations  

 

In signing this I understand that all criteria below must be met 

1. 100% Attendance* including taking extra classes and workshops independently 
2. Completion of all assignments** 
3. Full class participation 
4. High level of competency and proficiency in Yoga** 
5. Demonstrate professionalism and follow Yoga Teacher Trainer Code of Ethics 
6. Upon completion, you will receive a certification that is recognized and approved by Yoga  

**If one is struggling to grasp concepts or an emergency happens, the lead teacher will work to 
the best of her ability to help trainee complete certification. It is not required of the lead teacher 
to do so. Certificates are not guaranteed.   

In signing this I agree to purchase the Book List below 

1. Personal Journal 
2. Notebook 
3. The Yoga Tradition: Its History, Literature, Philosophy and Practice by Georg Feurstein, 

PH.D. 
4. Kripalu Yoga: A Guide To Practice On and Off the Mat by Richard Faulds 
5. The Yoga Anatomy Coloring Book A Visual Guide to Form, Function and Movement by 

Kelly Solloway 
6. Anatomy of the Moving Body A Basic Course in Bones, Muscles, and Joints by Theodore 

Dimon, Jr 
7. The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Translation and Commentary by Sri Swami Satchananda 

 
*Strongly Suggested:   
1. The Anatomy Coloring Book by Wynn Kapit/Lawernce M. Elson,  
2. Yoga Anatomy by Leslie Kaminoff and Amy Matthews 
3. The Yamas and Niyamas Exploring Yoga’s Ethical Practice by Deborah Adele 
**Suggested:  MetaAnatomy, Anatomy of a Yoga Teacher Volume One and Two by Kristin 
Leal 
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In signing this I agree that my spot is not held until the $100 non-refundable registration fee is 
paid.  I understand the tuition price for Paula Greene Yoga 200 Hour Vinyasa Yoga Teacher 
Training pays for my education and not a guarantee of certificate or employment.  I am 
responsible for obtaining these things. 

In signing this I promise to be respectful, courteous and helpful to my peers and lead teacher, in 
response I will be retreated with respect, courtesy and help when needed.  If I don’t conduct 
myself appropriately I understand I will be asked to leave.  No refund is given. 

PGY 200 Hour Vinyasa Yoga Teacher Training is responsible for creating a safe space for a small 
class size that supports a healthy learning environment. PGY Teacher Training provides 
lectures, hand-outs, and a review manual towards the end of the program. You will also receive 
CPR training for certificate. A graduation celebration with lunch will be provided on day of 
graduation. The size of the class will be small to support the health and safety of each trainee in 
the program. 

 

 

Trainee’s Signature_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PGY Teacher Training held at Hampshire Hills Athletic Club 

50 Emerson Road, Milford, New Hampshire 03055 

For more information email Paula Greene at Paulagreeneyoga@gmail.com 
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